EN

CREATING
INTERIORS

HÖLLER. THE CREATIVE PARTNER
FOR EXCLUSIVE INTERIORS. WE DEVELOP AND
CREATE CUSTOMISED INTERIORS
FOR YACHTS AND ARCHITECTURAL PROJECTS.

THE BEST TEACHERS
IN THE WORLD
If you live in the mountains, you
know how to tackle challenges.
It was Le Corbusier who said the
Dolomites in South Tyrol, our homeland and UNESCO World Heritage Site,
are the most beautiful architectural
construction in the world, formed by
the coral reefs of a primordial seabed.
This heritage has shaped us both as
people and in our approach to our
work: The Alpine connection with the
earth bestows reliability and diligence,
while an effortless Mediterranean ease
assures flexibility and a flair for design.
Each and every day nature reveals her
beauty to us, and teaches us to take
responsibility for our surroundings.
And we follow these teachings in our
attentiveness to sustainability.
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INNOVATIVE
APPROACH, FOR
THREE GENERATIONS
An open mind, curiosity and courage
are in the Höller family’s DNA. In
1949, Josef Höller launched his mastercarpentry business in South Tyrol, and
from that moment onwards he followed
the path less travelled to achieve his
objectives – and not just when it came
to delivering his creations to customers
on the roof of a Fiat.
The carpentry business evolved to
become a specialist in exclusive
interior design. Whether innovative
architectural projects, homes oozing
with character or luxury yachts, Höller,
now in the hands of Klaus Höller and
his daughter Katrin, create unique

one-off custom pieces for customers the
world over. Around 50 highly-qualified
employees are an essential part of the
family company, and some have been
with Höller for decades. In 2015, Höller
opened a further premises in Switzerland in order to guarantee international
customers the very best of care. Production continues, as previously, in the
workshops in Laives, South Tyrol.
70 years of experience have given
us strong roots: That same spirit of
experimentation and visionary outlook
are now guiding the company towards
the future.

Wird noch berarbeitet
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ROOM FOR PERFECTION.
ALPINE CRAFTSMANSHIP
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.
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FOR US,
EVERY PROJECT
IS SPECIAL

We advise architects and shipyards
on the technical realisation of their
projects and, on request, bring our own
creative ideas to the table: A mutually
enriching relationship that leads to
innovative results.
Through structural and static calculations, our technicians create a secure
foundation upon which we work and
experiment until we find the optimal
solution for the most complex of
challenges. In order to ensure that we
are able to satisfy the most exacting of
demands, we develop tailor-made
manufacturing and processing techniques, experiment with new materials
and work with only the very best of
suppliers and certified products.
With our technical expertise and
experience we have firm control of
every step in the process and, together
with our partners, guarantee punctual,
smooth completion of turnkey projects,
all from one single source.
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WHEN CREATIVE
CRAFTSMANSHIP MEETS
WITH CUTTING-EDGE
TECHNOLOGY, THE
RESULTS ARE UNIQUE.
During the implementation phase, we
unite state-of-the-art technology with
traditional artisan methods. Our master
carpenters hone the wood into perfect
shape, round or square, with skilled
technique and creative sensitivity, and
join together the finest of veneers in
seamless perfection. From planning to
installation, each single step is carried
out with the utmost of precision and
care. The result is custom-made interiors
that are made to last, as unique as our
customers.
We monitor the quality of our work in
every detail, and keep our health and
safety policy under constant review.
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WE BRING
THE BEST TO
THE SURFACE
As specialists in surface treatments, we bring a gleaming
shine to our work with precision craftsmanship:
an elaborate process, which calls for a sensitive touch
and skilled technique in every layer.
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TRUE LUXURY IS IN
THE DETAILS
We work together with shipyards and
designers to design and produce tailormade luxury yacht equipment for the
owner and VIP area. Sophisticated
technical touches guarantee the best
use of space and outstanding comfort:
We meet the challenges of the seas with
top-quality materials, state-of-the-art
technology and precision production.
Compliance with legal standards and
PYC safety standards are a given, every
bit as much as our absolute discretion
towards our clients.
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GIVING SHAPE TO
INNOVATIVE ARCHITECTURE
Over 15 metres in height, 9 metre-long
solid wood benches and 2000 m2 of
Canadian maple - and not a single
right angle: Contemporary buildings
need individual, custom solutions.
We work together with architects to
create sophisticated architectural
projects all over the world.
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CUSTOMISED COMFORT
Private spaces are as diverse as their
inhabitants. That’s why we harmonise
our interiors with the people who
live there, down to the smallest detail.
High-quality woods and selected
materials create an atmosphere of
intimacy and creative concepts guarantee sublime comfort, whether in
downtown apartments or vast villas.
From floor to furnishings to wall
design, every detail is coordinated
to perfection.
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OUT-OF-THE-BOX THINKERS. INVENTORS. PIONEERS.
VISIONARIES. PLANNERS. ADVENTURERS. LEADERS.
TEAM PLAYERS. PERFECTIONISTS. COORDINATORS.
PROJECT MANAGERS.
WE ARE HÖLLER.

SOUTH TYROL - ITALY

Höller
GmbH 22 / via. A. Nobel, 22
A.-Nobel-Str.
T +39 0471 592 666
I-39055
Leifers / Laives (BZ)
info@hoeller.com
www.hoeller.com
www.hoeller.com
SWITZERLAND

Höller Swiss AG
T +41 (0)41 850 34 75
info@hoellerswiss.ch
www.hoellerswiss.ch

